Program overview for classrooms 2019
- 2020 school year
Our programs are designed to empower the
next generation, while providing them life
education skills. We are also Sustainable
Development Goal Ambassadors, and focus
on the following world goals

Learning objectives for our programs :
1.

Critical thinking and problem solving

2.

Soft skills : pitching/ presenting, budgeting,
marketing

3.

Importance of socially driven organizations

Climate Change Challenge : Free till Dec. 2019
Learn about the affects of climate change, and what we
can do to take action! Through the use of holograms,
3D doodle pens and sphero's we will explore our earths
climate, and create solutions.
If you come up with a really cool idea during our
workshop, we will encourage you to enter into our
Climate Change Challenge which is:
1. Present your idea to the City of Surrey, during a
council meeting to Mayor and Council in the fall. You
will get to take a tour of city hall as well!
3. Meet with members of Parliament and local
Members of the legislative a s s e m b l y t o share
why your ideas will make a difference
2. Pitch and present your idea to the public at the year
end celebration to win prizes and resources in
December!

Leadership/ Entrepreneurship : $40 per student
Our world is filled with people who thrive in all things
creativity. Within this workshop, students and educators
will be guided along how to build an organization, how
budgeting works, and how to create a sustainable,
positive impact with simple ideas, that will have a
lasting impact.

Leadership in technology/ science : $50 per student
Through the use of : 3D doodle pens, holograms, and
spheros, students will learn the importance of using
technology for the good of the world. They will learn
how to create innovating ideas using technology that
can help solve community and worldly problems. This
workshops will bring out the change maker in grades
3-12 students.

